
 

A very brief history of Ukraine 

(machine translation) 

In Russia, about 200 nationalities, ethnicities and nationalities peacefully live and flourish (different 

numbers depending on the timeline). If we talk about the Ukrainian ethnos, he, being one of them, was 

formed in the 15-18 centuries on the border with Poland and represented at the time the Polish-Russian 

national mixture. This ethnos began to form after the step-by-step occupation of the Russian lands, 

including Kiev, by Poland and Lithuania in the 14-18 centuries, during which the Russian population lived 

for tens, and in some areas for hundreds of years, under Lithuanian and Polish control. As a result, the 

Russian population did not fully come to terms with the Polish occupation. However, the Polish influence 

remained.  

The Ukrainian separatist movement within Russia was initiated by Austria-Hungary and Poland at the turn 

of the 19th-20th centuries. This movement was intended to sow the seeds of enmity within Russia and to 

isolate the so-called "Little Russian" (which was later renamed "Ukrainian") ethnos into a separate nation. 

Interference in the internal affairs of Russia was also recorded in relation to other Western countries.  

This separatism played a major role in Russia's defeat in the first half (before 1918) of World War I. In 

Russia, the First World War actually lasted until 1922, known in history as the Civil War, as in fact the 

Bolsheviks continued to fight for four more years with the Entente and Germany, which sided with the 

White Guard movement. 

During the formation of the USSR in 1922, the Bolsheviks arbitrarily chopped Russia into "national 

republics," which in fact had nothing to do with the actual location of the peoples. Among these "republics" 

was the "Ukrainian Republic", which they generously lavished with the best Russian lands. Thus, all the 

seashores, the entire southern, eastern and northern part of Malorossia (as the Russian lands used to be 

called, which later became Ukraine) were added to these lands.  

On the map below you can see the original red area that Russia recaptured from the Poles in the 17th 

century. This land was called Malorossia, which was given autonomous status by the Russian tsar. 

Everything else is a conquest of Russia (the Russian tsars and Soviet leaders), and they had nothing to do 

with Malorossia, much less Ukraine. Except that the natives of these lands also fought for the new lands 

along with the other peoples of Russia.  

This is a simplified map, but it makes sense. In big letters it says that all these annexed lands were gifts:  

- of the Russian tsars from 1654 to 1917; 

- Lenin, 1922; 

- Stalin 1939, 1945; 

- Khrushchev 1954. 
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A more complicated but more accurate map is for those who love history. I will not interpret it here.  

 

The last map should be considered together with the following map, which clearly shows that all of the 

lands indicated on the last map, except those that were under the Ottomans or Tatars, either remained 

Russian or were Russian until the 14th century. Here it is: 



Map of Russia in the 12-14 centuries

 



Vladimir Putin gave his assessment of the Bolsheviks' actions a few years ago: "...they laid an atomic bomb 

under the entire Soviet Union. And indeed, by indiscriminately chopping the country into republics, they 

also gave them the right to secede from the USSR at any time without preconditions. Nevertheless, the 

division into republics in the USSR was a purely formal matter, because all of the republics lived by the 

same laws, with a single currency, under the same rules, and there were no borders between them.  

As long as the country was ruled by a totalitarian communist party, the exodus of the republics from the 

country was impossible in principle, but as soon as that party fell (in 1991), the core that had held the 

country together was knocked out. Thanks to U.S. influence on the elite groups of the USSR republics, the 

breakup of the country into separate regions was a foregone conclusion. 

As a result of this avalanche-like separatist movement, the Ukrainian Republic, along with others, was 

separated from the One Big Whole that connected the whole country together, and was left alone with all 

its problems, with its completely differently oriented population. The Soviet Union managed to preserve 

and multiply the friendship of all the numerous national ethnicities of the vast country, but when it 

collapsed, inter-ethnic relations in the newly emerged baby Ukraine were greatly aggravated.  

These aggravations were initiated by the U.S. and British secret services, which actively involved Polish 

secret services in this work as well. Poland is a very troubled nation. Churchill called Poland the hyena of 

Europe and he was very accurate in this definition. But Poland is also a very proud and bullying hyena, for 

hundreds of years dreaming of reviving the great empire of the "Commonwealth of Poland", which it had 

once lost. It has repeatedly tried to conquer Russia, and to regain its former power, but each time got the 

opposite effect, which was accompanied by another partition of Poland between several states. 

It turned out that Ukraine was essentially divided into:  

- western Ukraine, where Polish influence multiplied and the Catholic faith began to prevail;  

- to central Ukraine, including the Russian city of Kiev, which in the 17th century was rescued from Polish 

oppression by the Russian Tsar Alexei;  

- to southeastern Ukraine, which until 1922 had nothing to do with either Malorossia or Ukraine.  

In addition, Crimea, which was given to the Ukrainian SSR in 1954 (for the 300th anniversary of the 

formation of Little Russia by Tsar Alexei Mikhailovich) by an anti-constitutional act of the former 

Ukrainian party leader Nikita Khrushchev, and at that time General Secretary of the CPSU, remained a 

Russian region until its liberation in 2014, never accepting the Ukrainian culture and language forcibly 

imposed on it. 

Ukrainians take offense at the Russians for thinking they are an artificially created nation, and even that 

sentence itself contains a contradiction. But, it seems to me, there is no need to be offended by this, for it 

is true. One only has to look again at the first map, and this artificiality becomes apparent. Let us also 

distinguish between nation and nationality. There is also the Ukrainian ethnos, the Ukrainian people, which 

originated, as I said, in the late Middle Ages on the border with Poland and Lithuania. Can we talk about 

the Ukrainian ethnos, if it also over the centuries was practically absorbed by the Russian indigenous 

population and was completely mixed up during that time? Perhaps we can talk about the extreme western 

regions of modern Ukraine, like Galicia, which have been under Polish influence the longest? But then who 

are these people - could they actually be Poles? 

During World War II, Bandera punitive detachments under the command of the SS Division "Galicia" of 

Hitler's Germany operated in Ukraine, Belarus and Poland. During the war they brutally tortured millions 

of civilians, mostly of Russian, Polish and Jewish nationality. After the war the U.S. and British intelligence 

agencies supported the underground Banderite movement in the USSR, whose purpose was to incite hatred 

and separatist movements within the country (Bandera lived and worked under the protection of Western 

intelligence services in Munich until 1959). Immediately after the fall of the USSR, official nationalist 

parties emerged in Ukraine, which over time grew into outright Nazi parties. Today Bandera is a hero of 

Ukraine. 



When the USSR collapsed, the territory of the Ukrainian SSR took with it the fourth-largest economy in 

Europe. In 2020, Ukraine's economy shifted to last place. Russia is especially bitter to see this, since it gave 

it all that was built with the funds of the entire USSR, of which about three-quarters of the expenditures 

came from the Russian Federation, when the USSR collapsed. It is worth noting separately that even more 

was initially invested in Ukraine than in other republics because of its particularly favorable location. 

The U.S. coup d'état in Ukraine in 2004 brought Viktor Yushchenko, whose wife had long worked for 

USAID, the U.S. State Department, into the presidency. She herself had ties to the CIA through the former 

head of the Nazi war-time Nachtigal battalion Theodore Oberländer. Her parents were natives of Ukraine, 

co-founders of the radical Ukrainian church, which proclaimed that Oryana, the ancient Ukraine, was the 

cradle of the entire white race. From then on, Ukraine began to radically rewrite history, which today praises 

the "ancient Ukrainian race" and its "relentless struggle for independence against aggressive Moskovia"-

that is, Russia. Since then, Russia has been the cause of all Ukrainian failures. In Ukraine, Nazi ideology 

has taken on new colors and has become even more religious, with cult rituals and "initiation. 

Since then, NATO training centers with NATO instructors began to appear in Ukraine. NATO began to 

enter Ukraine systematically. 

While Ukraine has cultivated hatred of Russia, the latter has provided over $250 billion in uncompensated 

aid to Ukraine since the collapse of the Soviet Union to keep its economy from collapsing completely. This 

is difficult for the rational mind to comprehend, but nevertheless, it is true. After all, Russia was originally 

subjectively the mother of its constituent peoples, even those who left it in its hour of need. 

In the spring of 2014, the neo-Nazi totalitarian Ukrainian regime, once again brought to power by the 

Americans, only using even bloodier methods, amended the country's constitution and sent the army - 

planes, tanks, artillery, assault troops - to suppress pockets of resistance by the Russian people in 

southeastern Ukraine. After all, the first thing this regime did the day after it came to power was to strip the 

Russian language of its status as a regional language. A dictatorship of Nazism was established in the 

country, in which the place of the Jews was taken by the Russians (who are the Ukrainians then?). Since 

then, Ukraine has been at war, claiming more than 14,000 lives before 2022.  

Russia tried to protect the Russian population of eastern Ukraine and Crimea (isn't it all Russian?) by not 

openly intervening in the conflict with the United States, because then Russia was not ready for a major 

war. But you remember how the West deceived Russia with the Minsk agreements, which at that time could 

have saved Ukraine as a state and kept peace in the world! 

We could exercise our memory by recalling how the West imposed more and more sanctions against Russia 

for allegedly failing to comply with the Minsk agreements. Today, the West itself admitted that it had been 

deceiving Russia all along, despite the fact that under international law these agreements were binding.  

The hidden phase of the war continued until February 24 last year. Constant shelling of civilians and urban 

infrastructure by Ukrainian fighters became commonplace. In addition, American and British intelligence 

services (and them again!) created special information and sabotage units in Ukraine, and this included tens 

of thousands of professional-level information and financial saboteurs. All of their work was aimed at the 

Russian-speaking audience, both inside and outside of Russia, all to sow in the Russian people the basest 

trends, lies, and distrust of the government. Ukrainian professional fraudsters of these same special services 

remotely siphoned tens of billions of rubles from the payment cards of Russian citizens, subversive units 

committed sabotage in Crimea and Donbass, and carried out contract murders of officials and prominent 

political figures. 

NATO was pumping Ukraine with weapons, hatred of everything Russian in Ukraine was already off the 

charts, nuclear weapons were next in line to be deployed on Ukrainian territory. By six-beam, the cruel, 

cunning, carefully bred and completely subordinate to the United States and Britain, the enemy of Russia - 

right on the border with it - was almost completely ready! 

In December 2021, Russia announced to the West its extreme concern about its aggressive neighbor and 

offered its version of global Eurasian security, which could create a real safe space in Europe for all. But 



the West, under pressure from the U.S. and Britain, did not comment on these proposals. It called them 

"Putin's ultimatum. Well, so be it, but it was the last chance to keep the peace.  

Putin said years ago, "If a fight is inevitable, you must strike first!" We know that everything he says 

publicly matters. So Russia already had no other choice!  

The purpose of the U.S. and Britain was the idea of the war of the Russians against the Russians (Ukraine 

against Russia), which they have nurtured for many decades, because they knew that the Russians do not 

retreat and fight to the end. They understood that this war, taking the form of a civil war with the total 

support of one side by the West, would have to destroy Russia, especially if this war is a hybrid war.  

Unprecedented sanctions, political pressure on all countries of the world to isolate Russia, supplying 

Ukraine with money and weapons at short notice - all this was to destroy Russia.  

In addition, another goal was pursued - to weaken Europe as much as possible, to cut off all its ties with 

Russia, because after this war Europe as a political ally will no longer be needed by the Anglo-Saxons, and 

trade is always better to be with a weak partner. Well, the U.S., for the third time in human history, is 

making fabulous money at the expense of the flow of capital (business, finance), by supplying its weapons 

and imposing its energy carriers.  

However, that's another story... 

See the book for links to sources as well as extensive background information on this topic:  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1VJiCleS5vSchQrzzTBehlirV802gDPzR?usp=share_link 
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